
Art Against Fire

Joint PR campaign by

Victor Kaplun&



Background and Statistics

Russia has the largest forest area in the world

49,8% of its territory is covered with woods

Source: World Bank 



Background and Statistics

fires are registred in
the country each year

Up to 35.000

18 million hectares
of woods burned in Russia in 2021. This
is twice as big as the size of Portugal

2,51 mln hectares
of forest cover is lost in Russia

due to forest fires annually

Every year the country faces the wildfires problem

The situation got worse in 2021 and hit an all-time record

Sources: Russian Ministry of Civil Defence, Emergencies and Disaster
Relief, University of Maryland Global Land Analysis and Discovery 

http://government.ru/en/department/91/


Background and Statistics

is the estimated yearly
damage to the economy of

the Russian Federation

$335.000.000

Wildfires have a detrimental effect on the environment and economy

13.000
is the estimated number of forest
animals that died in 2019 wildfires,

according to Greenpeace (no
official annual data available)

Sources: Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation, Greenpeace



90%
of wildfires are

caused by humans

Unattended campfires
Burning of debris
Equipment use and malfunctions
Negligently discarded cigarettes
Intentional arson

Forest fires are closely linked with people's actions

Therefore, one of the best things we can do to prevent forest
fires is talk about the issue and highlight the problem and its
improtance through various campaigns 

Background and Statistics



Why Segezha Group?

16,1 mln hectares total leased forest area

One of the largest  forestry companies in the world

88% of forest plots certified for compliance with the
international voluntary forest certification standards

UN Global Compact Member since 2021

One of Segezha Group's main focuses remaining an
environmentally and socially aware company:



What Was The Plan
PR campaignDevelop a                                      that would target a broad

audience through various media (traditional, social, outdoor)

To achieve that, find a                                           passionate
about change and someone people would trust  

Highlight the wildfire issue with a                                                      
that would communicate a clear message and affect
people emotionally

local influencer

compelling story

.

.

.

.
Choose a region with a                                             
 Krasnoyarsk region was chosen because it had one of the
largest forest areas in Russia (1/7 of the territory). In 2022, it
also had one of the largest burned areas in the country

severe wildfire problem.



Who is Victor Kaplun

Victor is renowned for his distinct
style and works that often reflect
his reaction to important social
issues (environment, Orthodox
Church etc.) 

Famous Siberian artist

Unfortunately, fire also means a
tragedy for Victor. His mother died
in a fire when he was a child. His
father did not survive the tragedy,
and Victor and his siblings became
orphans



Implementation
Segezha Group learned Victor's story
and contacted the artist. He got
inspired by the idea, so the project
Art Against Fire was born
It included several parts:

Three paintings that Victor
created, reflecting his feelings
about forest fires
Billboards that were created on
the basis of  the drawings
A video story about Victor's life
and his thoughts about people's
responsibility to nature
A photo shoot of the artist in a
burned forest



The Works

Home Master Tourists



'The birds came home. And there's
none. They have to put a lot of
effort to find a new home. Many
birds die... no one wants to lose
their home. But if you don't want
to lose it, why take it away from
the birds?'

Victor Kaplun

The Works



'At one point a lighter become the
forest's master. A fire burns
everything while so many people
try hard to stop it. So the lighter is
the master.'

Victor Kaplun

The Works



'While a campfire is about to burn
the forest, the tourists just turn
their backs on it and leave,
chatting. And like the smoke is an
unpleasant, caustic, so are such
tourists.'

Victor Kaplun

The Works



English version

Video Story and Photoshoot

Art Against Fire. Forest Fire Prevention Campaign
by Segezha Group and Siberian Artist Victor Kaplun

Clickable icon and image

https://youtu.be/rX06BgoqHUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rX06BgoqHUo


Results

Victor's paintings were turned into
billboards and placed around his home
town Lesosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk region.
It's the 8th largest town in the region

Outdoor media 

Later on, two national outdoor media
outlets wrote about the case, calling it
'Three Billboards in Lesosibirsk'

Regional and national reaction

One of Victor's portraits was selected to
be displayed at exhibitions on the
streets of Russian cities



Results

The case caught attention
of Russia's top national
media platforms:

Traditional media 

Kommersant (60 mln
visits per month)
KP.RU (90-100 mln visits
per month)
MK.RU (over 80 mln
visits per month)

National and regional reaction

Also, five local news media
outlets reported on the case



Results

Over 200.000 total
views on VK, Yandex
Zen, Telegram

Social media 
Regional reaction

Four top regional
Telegram channels (30-
50.000 subscribers)
and several regional VK
channels (the top one
with 70.000
subscribers) wrote
about the case


